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About This Game

It’s the first time developers have taken a risk to combine magical fantasy style and pragmatic steampunk. Players try the role of
merciless warriors who destroy enemies using armored wheeled monsters. Each machine is a result of ingenious military
engineering. In addition to tens of weapon and armor types all the machines are equipped with exclusive bonus modules.

Battles full of adrenaline take place on earth and in the air, under the blinding sun and in bitter frost. Interactive maps and well-
detailed physics considering landscapes and peculiarities of all mechanisms supplement rich gameplay.

*For Mac-players : if you have an issue with the game (black screen) - please turn off Steam overlay.
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Title: Badland Bandits
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Racing, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Wild Wolf Std
Publisher:
Wild Wolf Std
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: 1,8 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Screen resolution 1280x720

English,Russian
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Meh. I'm truly one way or the other about this one. i like the style, the music, and the humor, but the gameplay and controls are
a tad wonky. gonna have to thumbs down this one, but not with contempt or anything, it just isnt my thing. The lore is deep, the
characters have great development I really felt like I was there when Dad waslked into the room. Boring simulation. No real 80’s
songs just some made up nonsense. Being on a dance floor with a black nah of bots is not entertaining. Would be good if other
players could’ve interact.. Well I wanted to start playing this again a few years but this game is making soo much of my
programs crash. Every few seconds the game pops up with another error and i know its not my pc so yeah kind of breaks the
experience. Game Crashed in Win10. can't play it.. Great story, amazing atmosphere.
. I just post a review to vote this game up because I feel it doesnt deserve that many negative votes, but while I'm here I'll try to
give something.

PROS:
- it's pretty funny
- the metaphorical part of this game is huge and it really cuts deep .
- it doesnt take itself very seriously (could it anyways ?)
- tons of 4th wall breaking moments, and I LOVE it.

CONS:

- although the fighting system is a pretty big part of the game, its balance is really weird and unpolished.

 (example, you can get a negative status that makes your char unable to attack for the next turns, if you heal this status the
monster might just throw the same attack the next turn and put the status back again immediately, if the game was more
polished, healing a status would make you immune to said status for at least a turn in order to avoid that kind of spam....
that being said, it's pretty insignificant.)

In the end, it's a low price RPG maker game, sounds terrible right ?

Yet it's awesome
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This game is an extremely challenging turn based game. If you like strategy games in general then you will love this.. Oh my
gosh! Something that looks and feels like Homeworld! I like the way the gameplay and engine is really similar to Homeworld
since I can't get enough of it.

Granted it's an indie game, so I wouldn't expect the large funds to develop heavy content that big name games get access to,
namely the budget for story writing, cinematography and music, but the game engine is definitely is a good base to start from.

I like the ability to select the next level by choosing unexplored squares, however what I liked less was the fact that these squares
are basically a bag of pre-selected random missions which may repeat, which by half-time you would already have the
maximum fleet. If the goal was to make this replayable, the game can be made to be harder by having more level variations and
rewards, and the path to the goal shorter, so a player will need to replay mutiple times to be able to encounter all reward/level
combinations. (look at FTL for the great use of replayability mechanics) Missions could be varied and limited to utilize only a
few ships, for example.
And to make it really playable, it'd be nice to have mini-RPG elements like Star Control I (one) where the amount of territory
you control can increase your supply lines, for example, so the player can bring forward more ships. So my suggestion for
immersion would be less RTS (ie. disable the infinite ability of building fleets just from mining resources, ships in real life takes
years to build), make it more RPG where you can fix your ships from resources but not build entire new ones unless you get it in
a mission, but that's just me :)

I know this now sounds more like a suggestion thread instead of a review, so it'd be nice to have a forum in your website to
solicit feedback and for players to post their stories, since this engine is really ripe to be used to tell great stories, so don't settle
for a Homeworld clone, get some great stories out there for your game to tell.

. does not look like the pictures showin here after i installed it

this program does not uninstall very clean it leaves traces that you have to delete manully

. This game is amazing but could use improvements on showing you quest markers. Like when it says suppose to find more
colors of kings took me for ever to figure out its in the ice world and the first world and where do go doesnt show quest markers
or tell you which worlds to go too. With out you tube i never would have figured it out.. now i love the mechanics i love being
able to play as all the characters from sao and aw and also love how they added heathcliff and sachi into tge game and that girl
from the new sao movie. The story is really good better than lost song for sure cant wait for another one! Totally worth the
price!. This game is hard to review. On the one hand, I can see certain people enjoying it. The game is reasonably well made, it's
a neat concept, and if you like simple point and click puzzle adventure, you might enjoy this. I didn't enjoy it as much as I
expected mainly due to hating some of the characters (not because of the game, but because I hate those sorts of characters
wherever they show up. Pointless romance that makes supposedly smart people brainless irritates me anywhere). There were
some times when the puzzles were simply frustrating and I had to resort to a guide to figure out what obscure thing I should do,
but that's a common failing of puzzle games. Overall, the game is good. If you want a simple, silly story, this game might be fun
for you.. Fun game to play while high
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